
St. Joseph’s Questionnaire. Spring 2017 
95 families replied so 1% roughly equates to one family. 

 (Please tick) Strongly 
agree 

Agree Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 

Not 
relevant 

1  My child enjoys school 69% 27% 3% 1%  

2  My child is making progress at this school 68% 31% 1%   

3  The school keeps my child safe. 68% 30% 2%   

4  The school informs me about my child’s progress 37% 61% 1%  1% 

5  The school expects my child to work hard and do his or her 

best 
72% 28%   

 

6  The school sets appropriate homework for my child 41% 56% 3%   

7  There is a good range of activities including trips or visits for 

my child to take part in 
41% 54% 4%  

1% 

8  The school treats my child fairly and with respect 58% 33% 5% 1% 3% 

9  The school deals effectively with unacceptable behaviour 41% 45% 6% 1% 7% 

10  The school has appropriate procedures for dealing with 

complaints 
33% 46% 5% 2% 

14% 

11  The school takes account of my suggestions and concerns  37% 49% 5% 1% 8% 

12  The school is led and managed effectively 55% 42% 3%   

13  Parents and carers with children who have learning 
difficulties and/or disabilities 

The school informs me about the types of support available 

for my child’s particular needs 

3% 9% 

 

4% 
1% 

 

83% 

14  The school provides specialist support for my child’s 

particular needs 
17% 12% 7%  

64% 

15  The school informs me how the specialist provision is helping 

my child to progress 
14% 16% 4%  

66% 

16  Religious Education: 

I am satisfied with the quality of religious education provided 

by the school. 

55% 43% 2%  

 

17  The school gives the parents a clear understanding of what is 

taught in RE. 
43% 44% 12%  

1% 

18  I am satisfied with the RE work the children are expected to 

do at home. 
37% 49% 8% 1% 

5% 

19  The school provides good opportunities for the children’s 

spiritual development. 
57% 41% 2%  

 

20  The school encourages the parents to play an active part in 

the religious and worshipping life of the school. 
51% 46% 2% 1% 

 

21  I regard the school as a loving, caring community and the 

children are happy in the school. 
64% 31% 4%  

1% 

22  School Dinners: 

The school provides tasty, healthy school dinners. 
23% 62% 4% 1% 

10% 

23  I am happy with the new payment system (CYPAD) which 

helps me monitor my child’s account. 
37% 32% 4%  

27% 

24  Communication: 

I am happy with the communications received from the 

school and the methods used.  

56% 41% 3%  

 

25  Overall, I am happy with my child’s experience at this school 69% 28% 3%   

If you want to explain any of your answers, or if there is anything else you want to add, please comment on the back 

of this form . If you have concerns about child protection, we would advise you to contact your local authority 

designated officer in children’s services. If you mention a child protection issue here, please include your name. 



 

Parents Questionnaire – Spring 2017 

Many thanks to all the parents who took the time to fill in the questionnaire and 

make comments as they make us rethink school policy.  The next section shows 

‘Verbatim Comments’ from parents (in blue) and the school’s response. 
Communication: 

 Letters sent home by ‘pupil post’ do not always make it home.  Please have spares more 
readily available. 

Since becoming headteacher and even indeed before, this has always been an issue. We will try to 
ensure that extra letters are photocopied and are kept in the classroom.  

 Communication has improved in the Newsletter there are less mistakes than in previous 
years with dates (for example) 

I am glad that an improvement has been noted. We will continue to try to improve and aim to 
have 0% mistakes.  

 I’m happy with texts and emails, but some parents get them and some don’t, even though 
mobiles are given 

The emails appear to be a more secure mode of communication. Unfortunately, for some reason, 
mobile numbers appear to ‘disappear’ from the texting list. I have not yet found out the reason for 
this.  
Action:  

1. Important messages will be sent both as an email and text.  
2. At the start of every half term, the class texting lists will be reviewed to ensure that mobile 

numbers are correct and present.  
3. Perhaps if a parent is very competent with the varying methods in storing information on 

mobiles, they would help Mrs. Dunlop understand the best method for storing mobile 
numbers.  

 
Sport at School: 

 I have seen an improvement in the past year with regards to certain PE lessons.  However, 
there are some PE lessons that are conducted by teachers, it is not necessarily their field, 
the teachers are not sports focused and children are not engaged and often disruptive, 
which also ruins that lesson for others.  From the School’s website – ‘Sport is a huge part of 
life at St. Joseph’s.  We aim to inspire and provide an inclusive atmosphere for all ages and 
abilities’ I don’t believe this statement is particularly true, it seems like it’s the same 
children picked for events and teams outside of school, therefore I don’t see this as 
inclusive policy. 

All primary school teachers are employed to teach all National Curriculum subjects. When 
teachers train, they have a specialist subject and then have to learn to teach all other subjects. 
As a school, we have to support the development of the teaching in all subjects. Lessons are 
monitored and honest feedback is given to the teachers so that improvements are made.  
To ensure that all children get specialist teaching for one hour, we employs a PE coach. We 
support the PE coach’s training in the wide range of sports to ensure that all children across 
the school benefit from this specialist knowledge.  
Each class has two hours of PE timetabled. This time also includes the time it takes to change 
into PE kit and back into school clothes.  
In KS2, the school attends as many inter school and Bracknell forest LA competitions as 
possible. For these competitions we generally choose the children who show most talent. If the 
school was sending a group of children to a Maths or Spelling challenge, then the children who 
excel in these areas would be sent so the same is true for PE. The children who are athletic 
tend to be good in all areas of PE, and hence they may be chosen more often. This fact 
alongside the great number of PE competitions entered, some children will represent the 
school more frequently.  



 

At the competitions, the vast majority of schools are two- form entry and these schools select 
the best from both these classes. Some years ago we used to choose all children and we 
always came in the bottom. On some occasions, the children returned to school very 
despondent. So now we choose carefully those children who excel and we are usually in the 
top 8 schools.  
Children selected for other curricular events are chosen with care and for specific reasons. 
These reasons cannot always be shared.  
We hope that all children will have at least represented their school at least once by the end of 
KS2. If you feel that your child is being overlooked, please inform the class teacher and we will 
consider them for an event that would match their skill set. 
 

Lunchtime: 

 I have suggested on more than one occasion for more ‘structured play’ at break and 
lunchtime, this would enable the children to become more engaged and have different play 
options and I think this would help with the numerous playtime friendship issues I hear 
continually being discussed amongst lots of parents 

Since September, three of the five days are structured. During these structured days, the 
children have the opportunity to play with a variety of equipment i.e. bats and balls, reading, 
bead making. In the past we have also tried to let the Y6 pupils lead activities. However, we 
found that the pupils enjoyed this experience for the first few weeks and then wanted to play 
their own games. However, we will consult with the Y5 & Y6 pupils and see how we could 
reintroduce ‘Play Leaders’ for a least one day in the week.  

 Eating lunch while dressed in a jacket in the hall is not healthy.  So, the health of our child 
is not safe 

 Students eating lunch with their coats on - I don’t find this acceptable as nobody eats their 
meal in the coat at home 

When the children leave the class for their lunch, they take their school coats as we do not 
encourage pupils to return to their classroom after they have eaten. The coat should be placed 
on the back of the chair. On cold days the hall can also be a bit chilly, so it is the child’s 
decision on whether they wear their coat or not. If for any reason a member of staff feels that 
a child’s safety is threatened by wearing their coat, they would ask the child to remove the 
garment.   

 When children are outside and for one of them it is cold, there is no possibility of returning 
to the classroom. It is a lack of respect. 

 When it is cold/raining children are not allowed to go back to class after lunch (response 
given “not enough staff to supervise after lunch”) 

The children spend the morning in the classroom. Lunchtime is a time when the children can 
play outside. We actively encourage the children to play and be outside. I am reminded of the 
quote from Ranulph Fiennes, “There is no bad weather, only inappropriate clothing.” So please 
ensure that your child has appropriate coat, footwear, gloves, hat and scarf for our English 
weather. 
At lunchtimes we have at least nine members of staff looking after all the children. However, 
occasionally there are days when this number is lower i.e. through illness, training. This is a 
very occasional event and we try to ensure that there are always a high proportion of 
lunchtime controllers.  
 

RE: 

 RE homework is too difficult, even parents struggle with it 
The children are given homework that has been explained in class. If your child does not 
understand what they have to do, please inform the class teacher and then the task will be re 
explained and another night or lunchtime will be given to complete the set task.  
 



 

 I am not given any information on what is taught in RE or how should I support my child 
(what is the best to pray at home, what is told about in each week) 

Information on class RE can be found in the class’s termly letter, on the school website and in 
School Newsletters. If you go into the ‘Learning’ tab on the school website and scroll down, you 
will find a section explaining all the topics in RE. Also in this section you will find the class’ termly 
letter alongside a summary of what will be taught each week.  

 I am not sent reminders about the mass or meetings at school about the RE.  The 
Newsletter is only source 

Many apologies if you have not been receiving texts. We do not always send reminders for all 
school events. We have added a calendar to the front page of the School website to help inform/ 
remind parents.  
 
School Dinners: 

 School dinners are not offering a wide variety, almost every week is a similar meal 
The school menu is set by Caterhouse, our catering company. There are up to four choices daily – 
meat option, vegetarian option, jacket potato and sandwich. We are presently investigating on line 
ordering as this may help everyone to be aware of the options available.  

 What is CYPAD? We are Reception and have no information about it 
CYPAD is an online payment system used by Caterhouse. As meals are free in EYFS and KS1 
parents may not know about this system. When your child starts in Y3, you will need to pay for 
school lunches and you will receive a letter which will explain how you can log on and keep the 
account in credit.  

 My son always said he doesn’t have enough food at lunchtime. I hope this can be better, 
thank you 

I am sorry that you son is hungry and is not satisfied with the set portions. The portions are set 
by food nutritionists employed by Caterhouse. There is a ‘serve yourself’ salad bar in the school 
hall, where the children can supplement their portions with healthy salad options. Please 
encourage him to use this facility.  
 
General Comments: 

 

 The website shows children who have left the school 
We wish to update/ review the format of the school website. The diocese wishes our school to 
join with other catholic schools in an academy – The Frascatti Multi Academy Mat (MAT) – and 
this MAT may wish all schools to have a similar website. We do not want to completely update 
the website only to be instructed to change it shortly afterwards. Therefore we are focusing 
our attention on ensuring that the essential content is updated. I will however, mention this 
fact to Mr. O’Connor who may weave his magic wand over some photographs.  

 

 My child thinks the Teacher is extremely strict and has worries going in on a Wednesday 

I am sorry that your child finds a teacher strict. Please inform the class teacher. Once the 

teacher in question realises that your child is worried about going into school, she will try to 

assure your child that you can be strict and nice at the same time.  

 
 Halloween Disco is not appropriate with spiritual character of the school 
I do apologise that a number of parents found the name and advertising of this event 
offensive. In future this disco will have another theme and the advertising will be more in line 
with the spiritual character of the school.  
 

 


